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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Gattaca meets Dark Angel from international best-
selling authors Katherine Applegate and Michael Grant, author of GONE. A mystery-thriller that
bursts out of the world of genetic science and into the lives of teens. Love has never had much of a
place in the life of Evening Spiker. But being the daughter of a billionaire genetic scientist has other
perks. Like a private hospital where you can recover from near-fatal road accidents. And a hot
surfer boy to push your wheelchair. While Eve is healing, her mother sets her an unexpected
challenge: to use a cutting-edge virtual reality system to design the perfect boy; everything from the
colour of his eyes to the level of his IQ. It's the chance of a lifetime. The chance to play God .or is it
more than just playing? An exceptional page-turner from the creator of the GONE series. Escapism
doesn't get more thrilling than this book for teens. Praise for the GONE series by Michael Grant:
Exciting, high-tension story told in a driving, torrential narrative .This is great fiction. I love these
books - Stephen King. book.
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like the way the author create this ebook.
-- Rebeka h B ecker-- Rebeka h B ecker

Great eBook and useful one. it was actually writtern really completely and useful. You are going to like the way the article writer publish this publication.
-- Pr of . Er nestine Em a r d-- Pr of . Er nestine Em a r d
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